[Development of simple processing for deleting undershooting artifact using the FBP method ─evaluation of simulation data─].
The undershooting artifact occurs using the filtered back projection (FBP) method. This artifact is influenced by a ramp filter. Thereby, the fall of the target accumulation and a deficit arise and it becomes a clinical problem. We developed a new image reconstruction method based on the FBP method to delete the undershooting artifact of FBP. The image quality of the FBP method is equivalent to that obtained by an evaluation using a digital phantom. The two segmentation and ordinary FBP methods were evaluated in terms of hot contrast, cold contrast, coefficient of variation (%CV), and root mean square uncertainty (%RSMU). The two segmentation FBP method showed equivalent values of hot contrast, % CV, and% RSMU compared with those of the ordinary FBP method. With a threshold level value, cold contrast sharply changed. However, when the threshold level of the two segmentation FBP method was set as the proper value, 90% contrast was obtained. It is necessary to set a threshold level as a proper value using the two segmentation FBP methods. I thought that it can delete an artifact in a simple way, without impairing the image quality. However, it is an examination of only a digital phantom this time. Before using it clinically, one has to use and verify a real phantom.